Are emotions frightening? II: An analogue study of fear of emotion, interpersonal conflict, and panic onset.
Two studies with college students were conducted to further explore the reliability and construct validity of fear of emotion, as assessed by the Affective Control Scale (ACS), a measure of fear of anxiety, depressed mood, anger, and strong positive emotion. The ACS fared well in tests of internal consistency and of convergent and divergent validity. In an analogue study of panic onset with college students with no history of panic, the predictive and incremental validity of the ACS was demonstrated: the ACS predicted students' fear of induced panic-like bodily sensations even once trait and state anxiety were statistically controlled. A second aspect of the investigation was an analogue test of the hypothesis that stress from interpersonal conflict (induced via remembrance of conflictual interactions with an important person) would moderate the ACS's effects on anxiety and fear of induced bodily sensations. This hypothesis was not confirmed.